
     YOUR Retirement Freedom
                                     CASH PLAN™

You can profit $1,000 a week, every week, for the rest of your life!

There has never been anything just like this, and we believe you will quickly see why your 401k or IRA 
cannot possibly keep up with it. No gimmicks, no shortcuts, no excuses. With the Retirement Freedom 
CASH PLAN™ the money comes directly to you, you know exactly how much you are making, and 
there are no minimum requirements to get paid. No “one ups” or “two ups” before you get paid. No 
monthly fees, website fees, or monitor markups. Just mail this letter and receive your cash quickly by 
return mail.

SPECIAL BONUS: We also have an extremely successful program which you should add to this one 
when you mail it, called Free Stamp Freedom™... and this will enable you to generate free stamps so 
you can do all your mailing virtually cost-free.  If Free Stamp Freedom™ was not included by the per- 
son sending you this letter, call or email right away (see bottom left) so we can send you a free copy.

WHEN YOU JOIN the Retirement Freedom CASH PLAN™ your name will appear in the #1 position 
below. Everybody who joins from your invitation letter will receive their master copy of this letter with 
their name in the #1 spot, but YOUR NAME will be in the #2 AND #4 positions. (The #4 spot is your 
Permanent Pay position.)  You will always have two pay positions on the invitation letter of all people 
you personally sponsor.  Remember, you will ALSO be cycling through 3 levels on all those invitation 
letters, meaning that more and more people are going to be mailing you cash as THEY JOIN with you!

ANOTHER BONUS: We have an excellent relationship with a well-established print-and-mail company 
here in the US; this company will print 1500 copies of your letter and mail them to a top-quality list of 
opportunity seekers and work-from-home enthusiasts. In fact, you can put Retirement Freedom™ on 
one side, and Free Stamp Freedom™ on the other side, and mail out 1500 two-sided copies for only 
$35.00!  If you take advantage of this special offer, you should not have to repeat this mailing unless 
you want to!  (Print-and-mail companies mail an envelope full of many different offers, but yours WILL 
BE SEEN for a super-low cost by all who get it...and this letter has an extremely high response rate!)

Mail $20 in CASH to each name shown below, enclosed in a copy of this letter:
     1.     J. Busser           10273 Pierce Place NE       Blaine, MN 55434-3644
     2.     Janet Girardeau       484 West 43rd Street, No. 11-M       New York, NY 10036
     3.     Mandy Falugo       29 Falmouth Street       Attleboro, MA 02703
     4.     Janet Girardeau       484 West 43rd Street, No. 11-M       New York, NY 10036
                                     (#2 and #4 may be mailed together in one envelope if you prefer)

YOUR NAME   …...........................................................................................................................

ADDRESS    ..................................................................................................................................

CITY / STATE / ZIP  …...................................................................................................................

PHONE OR EMAIL (if we have a question)  …..............................................................................
                                                                          (Phone or email is never shared or published...for our use only)

    Send a copy of this sheet to
USA1 GROUP / RFCP Support   /    10273 Pierce Place NE   /    Minneapolis MN 55434

in order to insure a quick return of your welcome package with personal master copy of this letter.
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